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Preacher’s Murder
and President Barzani’s
Initiative!

By | Gazi Hassan
In a new initiative, Massoud Barzz
zani, the Kurdistan Region Presidz
dent calmed down the shaken
political lake and put a halt to the
tensions and disputes and turned
back the parties onto the logical
route of thinking and returning to
understanding and solution. For
some parties, especially the extz
ternal, solving and tranquilizing
Kurdistan Region’s political crises
is perceived not to be in their favor.
At this sensitive moment, while a
new principle is set to initiate a procz
cess for solving the problems and
all the political parties support Barzz
zani’s message, in the capital Erbil,
the moderate preacher Hushyar Ismz
mael was assassinated. The murder
of the preacher comes along with
Barzani’s initiative, which means
they’re connected and is supposed
to wreak a political chaos.
If we suppose that Mullah Hushyz
yar’s assassination is not politicz
cal, but since all the situations in
Kurdistan have been politicized,
these events are automatically intz
terpreted in a political way. Why
at this time, and in Erbil, a KIU
preacher is killed? This is the main
question.
Barzani has presented the decisz
sive message for possible solutz
tions. The preacher was said to
have stood against opening Shia’s
mosque in Erbil, and on the other
hand, the Kurdistan Islamic Union
is politically formulating a new
policy apart from other parties, espz
pecially from the hidden political
agenda that’s going on in Baghdad
against the KRG. That’s why peopz
ple might be right to correlate this
incident with the political problz
lems. President Barzani’s initiative
was considered as an end to chaos
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and noise of the media and the
baseless tensions that were created
for political purposes. So it’s possz
sible that killing a religious leader
was carried out to create political
and media mess.
The following official statements
after the incident did not only demoz
onstrate patience, but also foiled
the chaos mines as well. It was impz
portant to notice that both KIU and
authority’s statement demonstrated
indirectly that they’ve understood
the purpose behind this cruel incz
cident. That’s why the media was
soon prevented from exploiting
the serious incident. While we
don’t know yet the reason why the
preacher was assassinated, some
were spreading and making accusz
sations and distorting the political
situation right after the first bullet
went out of the silenced gun!
It was important that the dangeroz
ous mine was foiled. This political
awareness could urge acceleratiz
ing process of the inclusive solutz
tion, which is building a political
dialogue to achieve a common and
effective ground for solving the
crises. It’s anticipated that followiz
ing Barzani’s initiative, opponents
of the process may think of fosteriz
ing other problems and crises, but
due to the seriousness of the initiatz
tive, these viruses could not easily
downgrade the role and value of
the process.
At this stage, the Kurdistan Regz
gion needs to rebuild the trust and
loyalty of the political parties to
step towards solving the pending
internal problems, not exploiting
the process for gaining temporary
political points or using it against
one another to settle disputes.

Barzani Arrives in Abu Dhabi

The Kurdistan Region
President Masoud Barzani
on Friday arrived in the
United Arab Emirates for
a range of meetings with
the officials, the presidency
website said in a statement.
“President Barzani has

The Kurdistan Region
President and the United
States Secretary of Defense
on Wednesday spoke over
the phone emphasizing the
continued coordination betz
tween Peshmerga forces,
the Iraqi army and the USled Coalition.
Masoud Barzani, Presidz
dent of the Kurdistan Regz
gion, and Ashton Carter,
the US Defense Secretary
had a conversation over the
phone to discuss the latest
developments in the Mosul
offensive.
They both addressed the
prospects of continuing the
coordination among the
partners who are fighting
the Islamic State (IS).
According to a statement
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traveled to Abu Dhabi at
the official invitation of
Crown Prince Sheikh Mohz
hammed bin Zayed bin
Sultan Al-Nahyan, who is
also the Deputy Supreme
Commander of the Armed
Force,” reads the statemz

ment.
Barzani will be staying in
Abu Dhabi for a few days.
The Kurdish President
visited Abu Dhabi earlier in
November 2015 for discussz
sions over bilateral ties and
bolstering shared interests.
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released on the Kurdistan
Region Presidency (KRP)
website, Carter congratulz
lated President Barzani on
the victories of Peshmerga
forces and the Iraqi army
against IS.
Additionally, the US Secrz
retary of Defense praised
the positive coordination
and joint work between
Kurdish forces and the
Iraqi army.
“Both sides stressed the
need and importance of
continuous coordination
between the coalition, Peshmz
merga, and the Iraqi army,
and particularly between
the Peshmerga forces and
the Iraqi security forces,”
the KRP statement added.
"President Barzani and

Carter exchanged ideas on
the steps required to liberaz
ate Mosul and its surroundiz
ing areas, and described the
stages of the operation as
successful so far," the statemz
ment said.
President Barzani thanked
the people, the government
and the US army for suppz
porting Peshmerga.
On July 12, 2016, the
Kurdistan Region and the
US signed a memorandum
of understanding for the assz
sistance of Peshmerga.
The memorandum made
references to military and
financial support for the
Kurdish forces and also relz
lated to some of the details
of the Mosul operation.
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Barzani Vows Justice for Murder
of a Kurdish Preacher

The President of the Kurdiz
istan Region, Masoud Barzz
zani, released a statement
on Wednesday in which
he condemns the murder
of a moderate preacher Dr.
Hoshiar Ismail. The Islz
lamic preacher was killed
in front of his house in Erbz
bil by unidentified armed
men.
In his statement, Barzani
denounced the murder of
Dr. Ismail and reassured
his family and loved ones
that the Kurdish Security
Forces will do everything
in their power to track
down those responsible
for this crime.
“The murder of the religz

gious cleric Hoshiar Ismail
was an act perpetrated
against moderate voices
and coexistence. This inhz
human act is against all,
especially against me,”
Masoud Barzani said in
the statement on Wednesdz
day.
Furthermore, the Kurdiz
istan Regional Governmz
ment (KRG) released a
statement
condemning
the murder, saying that
the authorities are doing
their best to find the perpz
petrators and bring them
to justice.
“We condemn the assassz
sination of Dr. Hoshiar Ismz
mail, the Islamic preacher

of Omar Bndian mosque
in Erbil,” the KRG statemz
ment reads, continuing
by saying that the killing
was “cowardly, and done
in the aim of splitting the
Kurdistan Region’s commz
munity.”
Unknown gunmen shot
the preacher at his home in
Erbil at around midnight
on Tuesday. Ismail later
succumbed to his injuries
at the hospital.
Dr. Hoshiar Ismail was
a preacher at Omer Bindiyz
yan mosque in Erbil and
had his own program on
Speda TV.

Parties Welcome Barzani’s Initiative
to End Political Deadlock
Political parties in the
Kurdistan Region have
responded positively to a
call by President Masoud
Barzani to resolve differez
ences and reactivate the
regional parliament that
has been dysfunctional for
more than a year.
Masoud Barzani relz
leased a written statement
November 20 calling on
Kurdish political parties
to approach the negotiatz
tion table and reactivate
the parliament by appointiz
ing new leadership “not
including those whose actz
tions led to the crisis.”
Barzani expressed suppz
port for public school
teachers on strike, saying
it is an “undisputed right”
for them to demand the
restoration of their salarz
ries.
“The political crisis
could be tackled when
parties begin dialogues
and the parliament is reaz
activated with a new appz
pointed leadership apart
from those whose actions
led to crisis,” said Barzz
zani.
“Parties also need to
reach an agreement to estz
tablish a new government
and appoint a president
until presidential electz
tion takes place,” Barzani
added.
Barzani said the slump in
the price of oil, the Islamiz
ic State (ISIS) fight, and
the hosting of an influx
number of refugees were
to blame for the financial

crisis facing the Kurdistan
Region.
Some of the internal
issues in the Kurdistan
Region are related to the
“rivalry” between the
region’s political parties,
according to Barzani.
“I am very aware that
Slemani has been embz
broiled in ideological intz
timidation, an ideology
which needs to be demoliz
ished,” Barzani said. “Slemz
mani is the city which has
always challenged tyranny
and invaders.”
“Barzani’s
initiative
opened the door to talks
and threw the ball back
into the court of the Kurdiz
istan Region’s politicz
cal groups,” said Shwan
Rabar, the spokesperson
for the Islamic League
(Komal) decision-making
council.
Rabar believes that Barzz
zani as president and his
Kurdistan
Democratic
Party (KDP) were in a posz
sition to help resolve the
tensions if they took practz
tical steps in this directz
tion. He further suggested
Barzani should formally
invite leaders of all partz
ties to a high-level meetiz
ing if he wants to end the
deadlock.
President Barzani said
in an official statement on
Sunday: “The solution to
the political crisis of the
region is that the political
parties begin discussions
and elect a new speaker
for the parliament. The

parties should also reach
agreement on establishing
a new government and
appoint somebody for the
region’s presidency until
elections take place.”
KDP’s former ally and
partner in government the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistz
tan (PUK) also welcomed
Barzani’s call and hoped
that theirs and other partz
ties will heed the initiatz
tive.
PUK’s second-in-commz
mand Kosrat Rasul Ali
said that in this difficult
situation of Kurdistan

Barzani’s initiative has
opened a good door on
solving Kurdistan Regz
gion’s political problems
and “if wisely put into actz
tion good steps could be
taken to solve the econoz
omy and people’s living
conditions.”
Rasul urged all members
and leaders of the PUK to
support Barzani’s call and
be a force for good.
Shalaw Ali Askari, a
spokesperson for PUK’s
decision center said that
Barzani’s message has
much in common with

what other parties have
long been demanding.
“I see his [Barzani’s]
message as very positive
because it contains all the
demands of the other partz
ties and not much differez
ent from our statements
and calls,” Askari told
Rudaw.
Mahmoud Sangawi, a
veteran military figure in
the PUK, said that people
and his party alike should
answer Barzani’s call.
“I ask all the parties not
to throw hurdles before
this call. Instead, they

should meet with Mr. Barzz
zani and find a solution togz
gether,” Sangawi said.
Officials of the Kurdistan
Islamic Union said they
welcome Barzani’s initiatz
tive and hoped it would be
followed by actions.
“We think Mr. Barzani’s
message is a positive step
in the right direction and
we hope it becomes a
start for solutions to all
of Kurdistan Region’s issz
sues and is followed by
actions.”
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PM Barzani Meets with Turkish Leaders
The Kurdistan Region
Prime Minister Nechirvz
van Barzani met with top
leaders of Turkey for talks
focused on bilateral ties
and developments in the
region.
During the official visiz
it, Prime Minister Barzz
zani met with Turkey’s

President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan. The two leadez
ers highlighted the need
of increased cooperation
among different ethnic
and religious components
in the region in order to
end violence and protect
stability and security of
the region.

President Erdogan expz
pressed his country’s readiz
iness to provide assistance
to all the relevant sides,
and stressed the need of
cooperation between Turkz
key and Iraq. Both leaders
discussed the war against
the so-called Islamic State
terrorist organization and

other regional issues.
Prime Minister Barzani
also met with his counterpz
part, Binali Yildirim, who
reaffirmed that his govez
ernment is ready to further
strengthen security, econz
nomic and political coordz
dination with the Kurdistz
tan Region, as the region
is expected to experience
increased economic activiz
ities after the liberation of

Mosul from ISIS control.
The Turkish leader also
expressed his support for
the improved relations
between the Kurdistan
Regional Government and
the federal government
of Iraq. For his part, the
Kurdish leader said he’s
hopeful to see progress
in Iraq-Turkey relations,
stating that Baghdad is
willing to normalize its relz

lations with Ankara.
Prime Minister Barzani
also held a meeting with
Mevlut Cavusoglu, Miniz
ister of Foreign Affairs.
Increased bilateral ties,
the war against ISIS terrz
ror, stability of the region
and other pressing issues
were discussed during the
meeting.

PM Barzani Receives French Senate Delegation
The Kurdistan Region
Prime Minister, Nechirvan
Barzani, received a French
Senate delegation, led by
Senator Bernard Cazeau.
The visiting delegation
commended the role of the
Kurdistan Region military
forces, the Peshmerga, in
the fight against the Islamiz
ic State terrorist group,
ISIS, and the protection of
all the population, includiz
ing various religious and
ethnic communities who
have fled ISIS repression
and have taken refuge in
Kurdistan.
The delegation also expz
pressed satisfaction regz
garding the recent attempts
exerted to resolve the outsz
standing issues between
the Kurdistan Regional
Government and the Fedez

eral Government of Iraq
through dialogue and mutz
tual understanding.
The members of the delez
egation expressed their
support to solve the Kurdiz
ish issue in the Middle East
peacefully and through
democratic means.
Prime Minister Barzani
expressed his gratitude
to France for its support
to the Kurdistan Region,
especially in the military
and humanitarian fields.
He noted that French
President François Hollz
lande’s visit to the Kurdiz
istan Region immediately
after the start of ISIS attz
tacks on the Region was
a strong message to the
Kurdish people and the
Peshmerga.
Prime Minister Barzani

said that Kurdistan Peshmz
merga Forces’ fight against
ISIS has also been a fight
to defend universal values

and liberties. He stressed
that as this terrorist group
stands against the world
and threatens its security,

it must be ultimately elimiz
inated and uprooted.
Regarding the ongoing
military operation to liberaz

ate the city of Mosul from
ISIS, Prime Minister Barzz
zani highlighted the impz
portance of having a post
liberation joint plan that
would lead to the disappz
pearance of ISIS ideology
in Iraq.
He also noted that Erbil
has always been ready to
resolve outstanding issues
with Baghdad through mutz
tual understanding, stressiz
ing that in the future the
talks will be intensified on
how to strengthen security
and stability in the region
where the interests of the
Kurdish people are presz
served.
The two sides also discz
cussed other regional polz
litical developments too.

Kurdish Peshmerga fighters to be treated in Belgium
The Minister-President of
Flanders in Belgium will
support the Kurdish Peshmz
merga fighters injured
in the war on ISIS with
€100,000 to treat them in
universities in Flanders,
local media reported.
The Minister-President
Geert Bourgeois visited
the Peshmerga frontlines
in Iraqi Kurdistan a few
months ago, and he was
very impressed with the
Kurdish Peshmerga forces

that fight against ISIS.
Dr. Ali Sindi, the KRG
Minister of Planning duriz
ing the visit asked the
government of Flanders to
help with the treatment of
injured Kurdish Peshmergz
ga fighters.
The cabinet of Flanders
on Thursday evening decz
cided to ‘respond positz
tively to this urgent call
for help, the Belgian news
website Nieuwsblad repz
ported.

“The Peshmergas are
fighting a difficult battle
against ISIS at this momz
ment, a battle which is
also crucial for our secz
curity. With this support,
Flanders will give a concz
crete contribution,” the
Minister-President said.
The Kurds on the frontlz
line will select the injured
Peshmergas that will be
transported to Flanders
in Belgium, according
to Benjamin Muylaert, a

spokesperson of the Bourgz
geois cabinet.
“It’s for surgeries that
are not possible there [in
Kurdistan],” he said. “The
fighters will at maximum
stay one month in Flandz
ders for treatment before
returning to the Kurdish
city of Erbil.”
The decision needs to
be worked out yet, but the
cabinet of Flanders will
invest 100,000 euro to
support the injured Peshmz

merga fighters.
“We have sacrificed
more than 11,500 martyrs
and wounded heroes in
this fight. ISIS is en route
to lasting defeat,” the
Kurdish president Masoud
Barzani said last week on
Thursday in Bashiqa.
Belgium is divided betz
tween a Dutch-speaking
north that includes Flandz
ders, and a French-speakiz
ing south. The Flemish
Government
represents

the Flemish federal region
in Belgium.
Several Flemish parties
still advocate for more
Flemish autonomy, or
even independence, while
French-speakers
would
like the current situation
to continue. As a result,
there is an apparent sympz
pathy towards the Kurds
among the Flemish people
in Belgium.
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President Barzani: Peshmerga Won’t Retreat
from Pre-October 17 Liberated Areas
Kurdistan Region Presidz
dent Masoud Barzani
stated that the Peshmerga
forces will not withdraw
from the areas they had
liberated before the start
of Mosul operation on Octz
tober 17 and they will not
even negotiate on that.
Barzani said, in an intz
terview with the BBC's
Persian Language news
channel, that the Peshmz
merga forces successfully
achieved the objectives of
the plan of Mosul operatz
tion. "Although, it was not
an easy task as expected,
we are optimistic about the
results," he said.
Peshmerga managed to
liberate the entire areas
they were assigned to by
the plan and could destroy
totally the extremist organz
nization's defense lines.
Peshmerga forces are
prepared to face all the IS
threats and post-IS threats
as well, he said.

Regarding Peshmerg's
withdrawal from the areas
they have recaptured from
IS, Barzani affirmed that
the Peshmerga forces will
not withdraw from the preMosul operation liberated
areas and will not negotiaz
ate on that with the Iraqi
central government either.
Negotiations over Peshmz
merga's withdrawal incz
clude only the areas libez
erated after the start of
Mosul operation on Octobz
ber 17 which are a number
of Christian, Turkmen and
Arab areas, Barzani said.
Barzani asserted that
Peshmerga will not retreat
from Kirkuk and other arez
eas it had retaken before
October 17, noting that
they have agreed on this
with Baghdad.
Regarding the reports of
human rights organizatz
tions on violations by the
Peshmerga forces, Barzani
said that the reports were

unfair and there is not any
truth in them, arguing that
the Kurdistan Region has
embraced more than 1.5
million Arab people dispz
placed as a result of the
sectarian conflicts.
Kurdistan Region won't
tolerate those who suppz
ported IS and assaulted the
Kurdish Yezidi girls and

women, stressing that they
won't be allowed to return
to their areas.
Regarding the Turkish
troops stationed in north
of Mosul, Barzani stated
that those troops were
deployed in coordination
with the Iraqi government
to train Nineveh police
forces and volunteers.

Barzani also encouraged
the Islamic Republic of
Iran and the Kurdish oppz
position parties to find
a “peaceful” solution to
their issues.
He said that his region
is not supporting any violz
lence and it rather prefers
peace across Kurdistan
Region and its neighbors.

Discussing the recent
military clashes between
the Kurdistan Democratic
Party of Iran (KDPI) and
the Iranian army inside
the country, Barzani made
it clear that Erbil’s policy
is to develop stability
throughout the region.
He explained that KDPI
has its main bases in Kurdiz
istan Region, but they also
have armed forces inside
Iran.
“I would like to reassz
sert that no goals will be
achieved through violence.
Therefore, the Islamic Repz
public of Iran and oppositz
tion groups are better to
negotiate and find a peacefz
ful solution,” the Kurdish
president said.
“I should also mention
that we are not responsible
for the policies implementez
ed by other parties, and we
cannot impose our policies
on them either.”

Sunnis and Kurds Oppose Hashd Law Passed by Iraqi Parliament
Iraqi parliament passed
on Saturday a law regz
garding the Shi'ite militia
Hashd al-Shaabi which is
knwon as 'Hashd Law' to
legally recognize the militz
tia as a force parallel to the
Iraqi security forces in the
country.
Following the parliamz
ment's decision of passiz
ing the Hashd Law withoz
out Sunni Arab and some
Kurdish factions, a Kurdiz
ish MP stated that the law
would put an end to a civil
government in Iraq.
Arafat Karam, a Kurdiz
ish MP from Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP)
faction in the Iraqi parliamz
ment, told BasNews that
the law is only in favour of
the Shi'ites and it prevents
the Iraqi government from

becoming a civil one, argz
guing that it will lead Iraq

into a state similar to Lebaz
anon where the Hizbullah

militia is as powerful as
the country's army.

The official says that
Hashd al-Shaabi is a sectz
tarian force formed by
a fatwa (jurisdiction) to
fight the Islamic State (IS)
and after the end of IS the
militia should also be termz
minated, but it is likely to
exist even after the defeat
of IS.
The official reiterated that
the Iraqi Shi'ite-led govez
ernment wants the Shi'ites
to permanently control the
country, pointing out that
the Iraqi former Baathist
government had the Repz
public Guards, Iran has
the Iranian Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) and
Lebanon has Hizbullah to
maintain their power. He
explained that Hashd alShaabi is aimed to be used
for the same purpose.

The Sunni Iraqi Forces
Alliance in the Iraqi parlz
liament also opposed the
law stating that it will lead
to dictatorship of the majz
jority over the other compz
ponents of the country.
Ahmed al-Massari, head
of the alliance said in a
press conference that the
Hashd Law will drive Iraq
to dictatorship and will
terminate the partnership
in the country.
He stated that they reject
the law, noting that Iraq
is trying to imitate Iran
in forming such an armed
force.
"We will apeal the law to
the Iraqi federal court," he
said

Dr. Hoshiar Ismaeel’s murderer arrested _ Erbil Security Directorate
Erbil Security Directz
torate announced that
they have arrested the
main suspect behind
the assassination of
Dr.Hoshiar Ismail, was
arrested by the security
forces along with one
of his assistants in Erbz
bil.
According to a statemz
ment release by the
security directorate on
Sunday, November 27,
2016, “following intz
tensive investigations
on the murder of the

Islamic preacher Dr. Ismz
mail, the investigation
team at the Erbil Secz
curity Directorate were
able to identify and locz
cate the murderer.”
The statement also
added that finally on
Sunday they succeeded
to arrest the murderer
and one of his assistz
tants, who both admittz
ted the crime.
“To further clarify
and understand the detz
tails and aspects of the
incident, investigations

continue and all legal
procedures are being
taken,” further reads
the statement.
Unknown
gunmen
shot the preacher at his
home in Erbil at around
midnight on Tuesday,
November 22, 2016.
Dr. Ismail later died the
hospital.
Dr. Ismail was a
preacher at a mosque
in Erbil and had own
show on Speda TV, a
Kurdish satellite TV
channel.
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Demirtaş Visited by
His Wife in Prison
One of the co-chairs of the Peoples’ Democz
cratic Party (HDP) Selahattin Demirtaş was
visited his wife, Basak Demirtaş. Basak was
able to enter the prison where her husband is
jailed after waiting for a period of time.
Bask brought some clothes and some others
need to her husband and stayed with him for
almost two hours in the prison.
After she came out, she told the reporters in
a press conference that her husband's morale
is high and he is healthy.

ISIS Used Chemical Arms at
Least 52 Times in Syria and Iraq
The Islamic State has used chemical weapoz
ons, including chlorine and sulfur mustard
agents, at least 52 times on the battlefield in
Syria and Iraq since it swept to power in 2014,
according to a new independent analysis.
More than one-third of those chemical attz
tacks have come in and around Mosul, the
Islamic State stronghold in northern Iraq, accz
cording to the assessment by the IHS Conflict
Monitor, a London-based intelligence collectz
tion and analysis service.
The IHS conclusions, which are based on
local news reports, social media and Islamic
State propaganda, mark the broadest compilatz
tion of chemical attacks in the conflict. Americz
can and Iraqi military officials have expressed
growing alarm over the prospect of additional
chemical attacks as the allies press to regain
both Mosul and Raqqa, the Islamic State capitz
tal in Syria.

Airstrike Takes Out Fourth
Bridge in Mosul
An airstrike by the U.S.-led coalition on
Wednesday "disabled" the fourth bridge on
the Tigris River in Mosul, leaving the northez
ern Iraqi city with a single functioning bridge
and further disrupting the Islamic State group's
supply lines amid the government offensive
against IS militants.
The extremist group's media arm, the Aamaq
news agency, and a top Iraqi commander in
Mosul reported the airstrike, which took place
before dawn. It was the second airstrike to targz
get a Mosul bridge this week and the fourth
since shortly before the Oct. 17 start of the
Iraqi government's campaign to retake the city
from IS.

112 families Flee IS in Hawija
Kirkuk Police Chief Sarhad Qader annz
nounced on Saturday that 112 civilian familz
lies have arrived in the safe areas of Kirkuk
after fleeing from Hawija district which is
still held by the Islamic State (IS).
"Today, 112 families, mostly women and
children, arrived in the areas southwest of
Kirkuk, after fleeing from the IS-held Hawijz
ja district (55 km southwest of Kirkuk),”
Qader said and continued by saying that the
Kurdish Peshmerga forces have received
and provided them with water, food and
much needed medicines.
The district of Hawija and other areas
southwest of Kirkuk are still under the contz
trol of IS, with the Iraqi army currently focz
cusing on central Mosul in northern Iraq.
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KRG (HCERIR) Response To
Human Rights Watch Publication
The Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) High
Committee to Evaluate and
Respond to International
Reports (HCERIR) ackz
knowledges the concerns
included in the latest Humz
man Rights Watch (HRW)
publication titled, “KRG:
Kurdish Forces Ejecting Araz
abs In Kirkuk” and the Amnz
nesty International report
titled, “Kurdish authorities
bulldoze homes and baniz
ish hundreds of Arabs from
Kirkuk” which were issued
on the 3rd November 2016
and the 7th November 2016
respectively, regarding the
alleged forced displacement
and destruction of the homes
of Arab internally displaced
individuals in the Kirkuk
Governorate. Yet accordiz
ing to the KRG HCERIR, a
number of important clarifz
fications must be made regz
garding these publications,
including the reasons for
which the demolition of
some homes occurred.
Regarding the claims of
Arab IDPs being forcefully
displaced and their homes
being destroyed, the Kirkuk
Governorate Security Commz
mittee issued an order for all
illegally constructed homes
and communities to be
evacuated within a set timeframe. This order is specificz
cally one which specifically
concerns the security situatz
tion in Kirkuk after a numbz
ber of Islamic State terrorist
fighters infiltrated the city
and caused much destructz
tion. The order specifies that
if IDPs do not comply with
the order and deadline set
for the eviction, they will
be compelled to vacate their
residences. Subsequently,
those who wish to stay in
the Kirkuk area are to move
into established camps

which are either already full
or very close to full”. This
does not by any means impz
ply that such IDPs will be
ejected from the governoraz
ate as they have the option
of residing in IDP camps
located in Kirkuk.
Additionally, these IDPs
who were living in makeshift accommodation (which
created an unlawful settlemz
ment, named Al-Mansiya),
have now moved to specific
IDP camps within Kirkuk
city or their original places
of residence if liberated,
and were warned well-prior
to this action. Such unlawfz
ful settlements also raise
the risk of unmonitored terrz
rorist activities and thus the
Iraqi federal Government in
cooperation with the Kirkuk
Governorate
authorities
evacuated this settlement
with a prior notice of appz
proximately two months.
This evacuation order was
an administrative one and
was based on administratz
tive principles and was impz
plemented by the local and
Iraqi federal police.
The fact that ordinary ethnz
nically Arab Kirkuk citizens
who live in legally establz
lished properties continue
to reside in the governoraz
ate without any issues, and
under the protection of locz
cal security forces, stands
in contrast to the HRW
report headline or indeed
that of Amnesty Internatz
tional which is extremely
generalised and inaccurate.
Indeed, Kirkuk with its
extremely diverse demogz
graphic, which includes
multiple religious and ethnz
nic groups, is testament to
the governorates pluralistic
nature. The local as well as
regional authorities and the
Kirkuk Governorate authoriz

ities wish to maintain the
rights of all Kirkuk citizens
regardless of their ethnic or
religious background.
Moreover, some claims
have been made which indz
dicate that the Kirkuk local
authorities are no longer
willing to provide refuge to
individuals who are fleeing
areas under IS control. The
authorities of Kirkuk have
stated that this is wrong and
that, “There's no decision
to remove IDPs and Kirkuk
continues to receive them”.
Moreover, local authoritz
ties have stressed that IDPs
currently situated in the
Kirkuk Governorate “have
themselves suffered from
Daesh (IS), and this is why
they’re here and not in their
homes”. Thus, the KRG and
the Kirkuk Governorate offz
ficials deem IDPs to be victz
tims of IS crimes and not
collaborators in the efforts
of the terrorist group.
Moreover, based on evidz
dence and based on admz
ministrative and security
sources within the Kirkuk
Governorate, there is much
evidence which clearly
demonstrates that a number
of residents from Kirkuk
city facilitated the access of
the Islamic State (IS) into
Kirkuk. Moreover, some
villagers in villages which
surround Kirkuk have been
assisting IS by helping them
to construct improvised
explosive devices. In the
two villages of Qotan and
Qoshqaya a large number of
residents assisted IS fightez
ers in making these areas a
springboard for attacks on
Peshmerga forces.
Additionally, there exists
68 homes in the village of
Qotan with 32 homes damaz
aged or destroyed due to
heavy exchanges of fire

between Peshmerga forces
and IS which consequentz
tially led to a large influx
of IDPs from these villages
who were transferred to IDP
camps in the Kirkuk Governz
norate. With regards to the
village of Qoshqaya, there
has been no extensive damaz
age to the village but due
to the large presence of IS
affiliates in the village, the
area has been voluntarily
evacuated by its residents,
and the residents now reside
in Kirkuk city.
The Kirkuk governorate
is comprised of a multipz
plex of different ethnicities
and religions and the local
authorities exhaust all effz
forts to maintain this coexiz
istence. Moreover, he stated
that this attitude stands in
contrast to the allegations
stated by both these INGz
GOs. The KRG maintains
that both reports make
heavy generalisations when
reporting when in reality
there is no strategy within
the KRG to forcefully eject
Arabs in Kirkuk from their
original places of residence.
The relevant security forces
present in Kirkuk are workiz
ing hard to protect stability
and this is their main and
utmost objective. Many of
these same IDPs are wary of
returning to their places of
residence due to the fear of
revenge attacks and arrests.
Indeed, the KRG security
forces and federal Iraqi polz
lice continue to carry out
security checks to uncover
sleeper cells in those areas
located between Kirkuk and
Daquq. A number of sleeper
cells were involved in the
terrorist attack on Kirkuk
city on the 21st of Novembz
ber 2016 where 91 IS terroriz
ists were killed and 14 were
captured alive.

MP : Iran Drying up Sirwan River
in the Kurdistan Region
The Iranian government is
proceeding with its policy
to dry up some Kurdistan
Region’s water resources
including the Sirawn River
which originates in Iran,
says a member of the Kurdiz
istan Region Parliament.
“Since three years ago,
the Islamic Republic of Iran
has been following practicz
cal steps to dry up Sirwan
River by constructing four
dams on the river,” MP
Omer Enayat told BasNews
on Friday.
Enayat, who is the head of
the parliamentary committz

tee for public services, touriz
ism and municipal affairs,
blamed Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) for not
reacting properly to resolve
the issue.
The MP pointed out that
he has recently made a site
visit and latest assessments
indicate a reduction in the
water flow by nearly 95%.
The river flowing through
Kurdistan Region is the
main source of water for a
vast agricultural area, especz
cially in Halabjah province.
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Sports News
Ronaldo Scores Twice
Cristiano Ronaldo scored twice but Real Madz
drid rode their luck to beat Sporting Gijon and
go six points clear at the top of La Liga overnz
night.
The European champions looked in control
when Ronaldo scored twice in the first 18 minuz
utes.
His opener was a penalty and his second was
a header from Nacho's cross - his eighth La
Liga goal in four games.
But Carlos Carmona pulled one back and
Duje Cop missed a penalty for the visitors with
13 minutes left.
The Croatia international, who appeared to
check his pulse just before taking the kick,
fired high and wide after Nacho was penalised
for fouling Victor Rodriguez.

Steven Gerrard Retires

Former Liverpool and England captain Steven
Gerrard has retired, ending a 19-year playing
career.
Gerrard, 36, played 710 times for the Reds,
winning nine trophies, but joined MLS side
LA Galaxy in 2015.
The midfielder is England's fourth most-capped
player with 114 appearances and captained the
side at three of the six major tournaments he
played at.
"I feel lucky to have experienced so many
wonderful highlights over the course of my carz
reer," said Gerrard.

Aguero Stands Out

7

President Barzani Has Left No Room
for Politicians to Complain Any More?
By Heja Sindi
The late message by Presidz
dent Barzani on November
20, 2016 carried many ethicz
cal and pragmatic proposals
for a way out of the ongoing
crisis and current political
deadlock in the Kurdistan
Region. This message came
after demonstrations by
teachers in Sulymania proviz
ince demanding to be paid
their full salaries.
Almost all leadership theorz
ries especially behavioral
ones emphasize the fact that
a good leader is the one who
balances focusing on both,
concern for task and concern
for people.
A quick content analysis
of this message shows that
President Barzani is consz
sidering the task aspects by
clearly mentioning the contz
textual factors leading to the
current financial crisis; beiz
ing the drop in oil prices, the
war on ISIS and let alone the
massive influx of IDPs and
the consequential resource
burdens.
The political deadlock in

the region is another area
within this message. Reactz
tivating the parliament is no
doubt the first step towards
accelerating the political
process in the region. Howez
ever, one major concern is
the previous presidency of
the parliament that already
was the main reason for hindz
dering the political processregardless of all the calls by
different parties and good
friends- has become the
wheel clamp that needs to
be removed.
The question arising here
is how to go about this reaz
activation initiative? The
message clearly states that
all political parties involved
are still asked to come forwz
ward, meet and come up
with a new formula on how
to proceed, the message
surly implies the readiness
of the President to support
such meetings to take place.
Hence, the ball is now in the
political partie's yards’ to
take the second move and
make the necessary contacts

for meeting with each other.
Another significant aspect
in this message is the concz
cern for people. The secoz
ond aspect of good leadersz
ship mentioned earlier and
that is shown in explicitly
and strongly supporting the
protesters demands’ of gettz
ting their rights, i.e. salaries.
Obviously, the President not
only understands the financz
cial hardship by teachers
and other segments of publz
lic employees rather he calls
on the government to find a
way out to the financial crisz
sis in order to meet the demz
mands of the protesters.
So, the government needs
to take a different detour in
managing the crisis and that
is through two main policz
cies: firstly, by increasing
more public income by intz
troducing new, friendly but
also workable taxation rules
and fee mechanisms while
not demotivating the private
sector and secondly increasiz
ing its visibility and reaching
out to the public where miniz

isters and other high ranked
public figures can exercise
stronger leadership roles.
After all, not meeting the expz
pectations of the people is an
issue but involving the publz
lic as the main stakeholder
in ‘why their expectations
are not met’ is a different issz
sue. People appreciate when
they understand a good govez
ernance lesson that we tell
students all the time.
In pursuing and answering
the headline of this article,
probably the most interestiz
ing reaction I got from one
of my social media links was
from a well-educated young
entrepreneur from Sulymanz
niah who stated: “Dr. Heja
I think Kak Masoud left no
rooms for the rest of the
politicians to complain anymz
more! I am proud of him as
a Kurd now. If they don't
respond his call, then he
should be the president for
the rest of his life! Cheers”
heja_sindi@yahoo.co.uk

KRG sold 16.1 million barrels of oil during October

Sergio Aguero scored twice as Manchester
City came back from a goal down to earn a
hard-fought win at Burnley and claim back-toback Premier League victories for the first time
since September.
The home side might have had a penalty before
surprisingly taking lead when City defender
Nicolas Otamendi could only head a clearance
straight to Clarets midfielder Dean Marney,
who volleyed in from 25 yards.City struggled
for fluency but Aguero equalised when he
poked in a shot at the far post after a corner
was deflected into his path.
The visitors controlled the game after the
break and took the lead when a Fernandinho
cross hit Aguero and went in after some sloppy
Burnley defending. Clarets defender Michael
Keane had a late header blocked by Aleksandz
dar Kolarov and an overhead kick from Ashley
Barnes was saved by City keeper Claudio Bravz
vo but Burnley failed to prevent a third home
loss in the top flight this season.

Dybala Edging Closer to
Juventus Return

The Argentine is expected to return to the trainiz
ing pitch sooner rather than later as he continuz
ues his recovery from injury, while Higuain is
likely to start against Genoa
Massimiliano Allegri expects Paulo Dybala to
resume squad training next week as he steps up
his recovery from a thigh injury.
The Argentina international has not featured
for the Serie A champions since their 1-0 defz
feat to AC Milan on October 22.

The Kurdistan Regional
Government’s (KRG) Miniz
istry of Natural Resources
(MNR) on Monday released
their monthly oil report for
October.
The MNR’s report of Octobz
ber’s oil production and revez
enue revealed the KRG had
produced 17,505,175 barrels
in the last month amounting
to over 564,000 barrels per
day (bpd).
A total of 49,388 bpd, an
overall of 1,531,028 barrels
of oil in the month, were
produced in the oilfields

controlled by Iraq’s North
Oil Company (NOC) in
Kirkuk, the MNR reported.
The
KRG
exported
16,766,563 barrels of oil,
an average of 540,857 bpd,
generating $636 million for
the sold crude oil during the
month of October.
“The KRG sold its crude
oil with an average of
$39.32 per barrel,” the repz
port added.
According to the report, the
KRG allocated over $74 millz
lion for international oil prodz
ducing companies, $153.8

million was retained by buyez
ers for past prepayments,
and an additional $44.8 millz
lion provided for Kirkuk
petrodollar, electricity costs,
and other payments.
“Net cash balance retained
by the KRG for October
Ceyhan oil sales is $363.1
million,” the MNR report
continued.
Moreover, the report mentz
tioned the KRG had received
$53 million as a new prepaymz
ment against the future liftiz
ing of crude oil.
“Total net amount received

in the month of October by
the KRG is $416.5 million,”
the MNR report stated.
The Ministry concluded
that “the amount of money
plus other income generated
locally by MNR, was recz
ceived by the KRG to fund
the salaries of KRG employez
ees.”
In September, the KRG expz
ported 12,763,566 barrels of
crude oil in total during the
month of August, an averaz
age of 411,727 barrels a day,
generating $413.9 million
for the sold oil.

Glencore entertains $8 billion
oil deal in Kurdistan Region
Swiss energy and tradiz
ing company Glencore, is
seeking to raise $550 millz
lion through debt issuances
funded by investors to finz
nance greater oil ventures in
the Kurdistan Region.
According to a Reuters
report published on Friday,
a document has reportedly
been sent to a small number
of prospective investors and
hedge funds which specializ
ize in high-risk, high-yield
investments and emerging
markets.
“Glencore expects to enter
into a new five-year agreemz
ment with the government of

Kurdistan to buy its crude,
with deliveries rising from
one cargo in January, to two
in February-March, four in
April and six from May onwz
wards.” Reuters wrote.
Glencore paid the Kurdistz
tan Regional Government
(KRG) $300 million cash
advance in March for oil.
Six cargoes per month
would be worth over $1.7
billion a year using the recz
cent price of $40 per barrel,
and more than $8 billion over
the five years. The Kurdistan
Region has been exporting
oil through the Turkish port
of Ceyhan.

The five-year debt note
would have an interest rate
of 12 percent. The Swiss
company was also seeking
a 36-month grace period
before it starts repaying the
debt.
"You can argue that in a
way it is not Glencore, but
Kurdistan, who is paying
that interest rate as it is the
ultimate borrower," said one
industry source to Reuters,
alluding to interest rate.
Kurdish and coalition forcez
es have continued to secure
Iraq’s cities and resources in
the fight against ISIS, makiz
ing potential investors weigh

the risks of investing against
the rewards.
Additionally, Glencore and
other companies have kept a
low profile in dealing with
the Kurdistan Region, feariz
ing lawsuits and repercussz
sions from the Iraqi central
government.
Glencore’s website had not
made the report available as
of Saturday.
The KRG began independz
dently exporting oil in the
middle of 2015 after it had
not received its monthly
share of the federal budget
from Baghdad for more than
a year.
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The Kurdish Painter Ali Falah Kurdi
The Kurdish painter
Ali Falah Kurdi was
born in the city of Kirmz
manshan in the Iranian
Kurdistan. He attained
diploma in culture and
literature in 2004. He’s
a skillful art teacher.
In 2011 he completed
art activities of Tehran
University then started
studying
supervisory
art at the university. He
became a specialized
art teacher in Shahrkrd
University. He’s raised
up many students with
the specialty he had
and the experience he’s

gained through his art
work, especially in Univz
versity of Art in Tehran
in which a group of
skillful and professional
lecturers were teaching.
Ali Falah is a Kurdish
artist, but he’s showcz
cased his art works in
the Iranian cities too.
He’s participated in the
joint exhibitions and
festivals and has won
honorary prizes, especz
cially in the cities of
Tehran, Kirmanshan,
Mashhad, Kirman, Asfz
fahan. Academy is the
principle that a painter

starts from. Ali Falah
Kurdi has started from
this school, reaching
expressionism and realiz
ism to which interests
are very much paid to
in Iran. He’s carried out
majority of his works
based on these styles.
The means he’s used
are acrylic, oil color and
gouache on the various
paintings with measz
sures from 4 meters to
50 centimeters. What’s
more worth considering
his Kurdish art work is
the separate schools that
are more close to Pharahz

honic work, but in the
universal art, it’s close
to Africans with the face
and body of the humans
he’s drawn, which indicz
cates the possibility that
the artist perceives humz
mans in this way. This
is why his art works are
of interest. He’s shown
his work in Kurdistan
as well, especially in
the city of Kirmanshan
where he comes from.

By Ashti Garmiyani

For the First Time 7 Kurdish Films to be Shown in New York University
For the First Time 7
Kurdish Films to be
Shown in New York
University
The VOA Kurdish
website has published
that after one long year
effort, it was finally
decided that a group
of Kurdish films will
be shown in New York
Film Academy Hall on
December 16th.
A group of 7 films
are selected among all
the films they’ve recz
ceived. “The show is
considered as a feast
holiday for Kurdish

filmmakers
because
it’s the first time that
an American cinema
university showcases
Kurdish films for its
students and teachers
of cinema, along with
American and Kurdish
filmmakers in Californz
nia” the news reads.
The films to be shown
have won national and
international
prizes.
Due to many reasons,
above all the financz
cial, only short films
are to be shown in the
3 day show during
which long films and

documentaries
were
planned to be shown.
New York Film Acadez
emy University has
warmly welcomed the
event. The University
has 1700 BA and MA
students at the various
departments of cinema.
The show day will also
be broadcast live on the
University’s website.

By H.G. Hassan

